DESCRIPTION

Collection of handwritten manuscripts of interviews with pioneer Mary Whitlow Bailey, Col. Breakenridge, Apache Scout Mike Nelson, Billy Fourr, Dan Williamson, and a Tohono O’odham historian about 1926. The subjects include pioneer life, law enforcement in early Tombstone, Arizona, Al Sieber, Apache Kid, and history of Tohono O’odham from 1843.

1 box, .25 linear ft.

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE

Manufacturer; interested in western history and book collecting.

RELATED MATERIAL

Charles Morgan Wood manuscripts, MS 0881

ACQUISITION

Unknown.

ACCESS

There are no restrictions on access to this collection.

COPYRIGHT

Requests for permission to publish material from this collection should be addressed to the Arizona Historical Society - Tucson, Archives Department.

PROCESSING

The collection was processed by Kim Frontz, April 2000.